
WRITING ACTIVITIES NUMBER THE STARS

Number the Stars writing and discussion prompts from Scholastic will help your students think critically on the Holocaust
and increase story.

Encourage them to personalize their stars; for example, a student might write a different word on each leg of
the star. Hidden Object Challenge readers to transport a hidden "contraband" item throughout their day
without getting caught by a grown-up as a means to understanding Annemarie's challenges with hiding things
in the book. She puts it on and says she will wear it until Ellen returns. Give each student a stack of sticky
notes and ask them to read all the other stories. Understanding sequence of events What happens to Mama on
her return from bringing families to Peter's boat? Have them present their symbols to the class and explain
what each part of the symbol represents. Students keep their item throughout the day, trying to avoid questions
from adults about the item. The Hero in Me Worksheet Directions: Ask each student to think of a time when
she could have stood up for someone else, helped someone else, or maybe even rescued another person or
animal. Additionally, to help them dive deeper and develop their skills of persuasion, ask students to research
exhibits and collections at Holocaust museums or memorials to create a graphic poster that would inform
viewers and persuade them to visit the museum or memorial. Provide students with various art supplies,
including popsicle sticks, yarn, pipe cleaners, construction paper, and markers to create their Star of David.
Students then fill in the worksheet using this scenario. If an adult asks about it in any way, the student must
open their packaging and have their Hidden Object Discovery Slip signed by the adult who asked about it.
This activity works well in small groups. Help students do a short research report on the resistance of a
specific country during World War II. Synthesizing ideas What did the symbolic statement "Is the weather
good for fishing? You can also have students interview someone who lived through World War II. What You
Need: "Contraband" item for each student; look for small objects that like gum, jewelry, or photographs
Variety of materials to hide the objects like small boxes, envelopes, or wrapping paper String, tape and other
materials kids can use to attach their item somewhere on the outside of their person Hidden Object Discovery
slips Hidden Object Discovery Slips Directions: Give each student a contraband item and ask them to choose
any materials from the supplies to completely cover or conceal the item. However, they can't put it in a pocket
or fold it up in a shirt sleeve. Research Activities Give students some blank maps and some atlases. After
students have successfully answered these questions, inspire even greater reflection by encouraging them to
craft a letter of recommendation for Annemarie to receive an award for bravery.


